Enhancing Multiple Analogue Inputs Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Module for Industrial Controlling Process and SCADA Monitoring
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Abstract: Different from the past, in recent years, an increasing number of technology solutions have been started to be designed for the data acquisition in industries and it is applications due to the fast development in the field of industrial control and recently the increase of the demand of high quality, accurate and fast devices working together with controllers such as programmable logic controllers. These devices are meant to be used and designed for multiplexing a number of analogue signals into PLCs and industrial processors based data gathering devices. In Industries, Machines become more autonomous by letting controllers acquire and process several various industrial variables at a short time by keeping tabs from afar. Recently, designed PLC modules are developed and fabricated with additional input and output devices, cost effective and user friendly because there is significant interest from industries owners who prefer to have faster data acquisition and faster processing in a short time rather than using a conventional external modules for PLCs. Besides, the interest of using multiplexing devices has increased since these devices are cheaper and faster than normal PLC’s modules. Accordingly, in this study, full design of the enhanced analogue input module to acquire more number of industrial variables using small PLCs limited by its input capacity together with a sample software application of industrial control are presented using PLC programmer and SCADA system. In the presented software application, a group of sensors and actuators are used to simulate an autonomous industrial plant. Although the presented software application is just a simple example of how industrial process can be used, it has the potential of affecting all areas improving day to day life of the operators and engineers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multiplexing technology has realized the two major functions of which channel can implement the communication between the receiver and transmitter which it can be employed to transfer several information simultaneously. In addition, multiplexers can implement the related signal gathered into one destination, and then as a signal it can be implemented by the system to deal with. The two or more signals ensure that multiplexing technique will not take the same space at the same operating frequency and same time. Its implementation methodology can be realized as: by the addition of new physical links, where the various signals is shared as a whole bandwidth of the frequency spectrum, or by making the chance to access the link by each user. The benefits of this technology can be realized in the installation, cost, reliability, checking the convenience way of maintenance, and can attain the required performance levels [1].

Nowadays, in heavy duty and huge industry PLC has been widely used especially in automation process. There are several functions of PLC have been developed recently such as networking, process control, motion control and relays control. In addition, PLC is fabricated with multiple inputs and outputs digital and analogue with different arrangements to enable users for easier work. Besides that, it may have some external input and output port with its modules that attached to the PLC computer network [2].

Most control actions are performed automatically by PLCs. To refer to centralized systems, the term SCADA is usually used which has the ability to monitor and control entire sites, or any complexity of systems that spread out over huge areas. Functions of host control are usually restricted to supervisory level interference. For example, when through part of an industrial process is controlled by PLC such as the flow of cooling water, the change of the set points for the flow might be allowed by the SCADA system as well as enabling the alarm conditions, such as loss of flow of the water in the tank and the case of high
temperature, to be displayed and recorded. The PLC will pass the feedback control loop through it, while the SCADA system used to monitor the overall performance of the loop [3].

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Nowadays, with the aid of CMOS transistor technology, it can be widely used and implemented into several industrial applications along with programmable logic controller (PLC) to control and monitor several industrial variables using only one PLC. Increasing the number of analogue inputs for PLC’s input terminals can be achieved by using the idea of switching and multiplexing using some electronic components and conditioning circuits to achieve higher performance and smaller circuit size compatible with PLC to monitor maximum number of industrial variables.

Multiplexer (or MUX) is a circuit that allows several inputs to be selected by user, as specified by a digital control signals. The analogue signal presented on the selected source input will be passed through to the output. For example with MUX 8 8 analogue current loops can be switched to 1, 2 or 4 outputs. By doing so expenses on measuring-regulation systems are reduced due to the very expensive use of multi-channel A/D converters. Channel selection is made with control inputs A, B, C and D. For control inputs we use 24V digital outputs from PLC [4].

The main three functions of Multiplexer are: pre-processing the analogue signals coming from each sensor or to guide these incoming signals from the sensors to any appropriate signal processing units multiplexing the signals coming from each sensor in time domain, and lastly building the system of some simple concepts applied [5].

Controller is known as the mind or brain of the whole system. The functions of any controller are to compute the signal produced due to the response or performance of the process to generate desired output [6].

In comparison to other regular normal computers or machineries PLC has different characteristics. Firstly, the design is used to automatically run without full supervision. Also, to meet some special requirements in industrial environments and design PLC has the functions that are purposely built where it can stand against harsh environment where dust, heat, moisture, shock and various temperatures have exist in order to use it in industries. Subsequently, regular machineries and normal computers don’t have the capability to operate and observe the programming ability and monitoring where it does not have the features that PLC does [2].

Mostly, PLC realizes several variable control signals. The input signals to the controller are: operation control signals, temperature variables, operation modes, safety/protect signals, flow control signal and level control signal, etc. Most of control operations of different variables industrial system are observed by PLC program, such as registration, elimination and display of fault occurrences, water level in the tank, etc. [7]. The choice of input-module products and architecture for PLC systems depends upon the input signal levels that need to be monitored. The signals, from various types of process control and sensors variables to be monitored, can involve input signal ranges from to ±10 mV to ±10 V.

In the designing stage a setup of hardware and software is carried out as to achieve the multiple built in analogue input terminal input module for a single PLC. The idea of this project is combining two different parts; multiplexing circuit, into a common reason in which can maximize the number of industrial analogue variables processed by a single PLC and use PLC as a main controller to control these industrial variables as process controller interfaced with SCADA system for monitoring purpose.

2.1 System Hardware

A proper implementation of electronic parts of the system comprises of the multiplexing circuit, conditioning circuit, amplifiers and current loop transmitter would yield to acquire desired output signal and have better performance with high signal efficiency.

There are four major parts in this hardware development of multiple analogue inputs module which as follow, the type of sensors used, the conditioning circuits and multiplexer circuit. The multiplexer circuit is used to increase number of analogue inputs used for single PLCs limited by their input capacity. The type of multiplexer circuit involved is one of MUX36xxx family produced by Texas Instruments. Adding a conditional circuits consist of precision instrumentation amplifier to boost the voltage output acquired from thermocouples sensor and 4-20 mA current-loop transmitter to transmit analogue 4-20 mA signals over an industry-standard current loop, current to voltage converter and a bridge circuit conditioner designed for bridge sensors such as RTDs. multiplexer will produce output of 4-20 mA which suits PLC’s input current range but it is suggested that the current output should be converted to voltage for easier output measurement, so trans-impedance amplifier / current to voltage converter is used to convert current to a proportional voltage. Figure 1 below show the complete block diagram for the entire proposed project and Figure 2 shows the schematic circuit for the hardware part of the system.

The main hardware components are discussed in details as follows:

1) The MUX36S08 from (MUX36xxx) family is modern complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) analogue multiplexers (muxes). The MUX36S08 offers 8:1 single-ended channels, it can work equally well with either dual supplies from ±5 V to ±18 V or a single supply from10 V to 36 V. They also perform well with symmetric supplies such as VDD = 12 V, VSS = -12 V, and un-symmetric supplies. It has very low on and off leakage currents, allowing this multiplexer to switch signals from high input impedance sources with minimal error [5]. Figure 3 show the pin configuration of the chip used.
2) 4-20 mA Current Loop Transmitter: The XTR117 is a precision current output converter designed to transmit analogue 4-20mA signals over an industry-standard current loop. Figure 3.17 shows basic circuit connections with representative simplified input circuitry. The XTR117 is a two-wire current transmitter. Its input current (pin 2) controls the output current. A portion of the output current flows into the V+ power supply, pin 7. The remaining current flows in Q1 [8].
The XTR117 is a current-input device with a gain of 100. A current flowing into pin 2 produces IO = 100 x IIN. The input voltage at the IIN pin is zero (referred to the IRET pin). A voltage input is converted to an input current with an external input resistor, as shown in Figure 3.17. Typical full-scale input voltages range from 1V and upward.

After all main components were successfully soldered on the PCB board; circuit assembly was done by soldering the rest of the components on the main PCB board such as resistors, transistors, capacitors and the breakout boards on the donut board. The main board of the enhanced module is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Enhanced Analogue Input Module](image)

### 2.2 System Hardware

#### 2.2.1 CX-Programmer software

To program the PLC, CX-Programmer software was utilized by using ladder diagram language. After the ladder diagram is built, using a USB cable the program is transferred to the PLC. The sequential operations of ladder diagram will be performed once the program has been successfully transferred to the PLC. To monitor the sequence of the ladder diagram program CX-Programmer must be connected to the PLC.

#### 2.2.2 CX-Supervisor (SCADA)

The dedication of CX-Supervisor is to the operation of PC based visualization and machine control and design. It is not only offering a powerful tool for the design of the most complex applications, but it is also simple and easy to use for any small control and supervisory tasks. For a wide range of PCs based HMI requirements CX-Supervisor boosts several powerful functions. Libraries of simple applications can be rapidly initiated with the aid of large number of predefined functions and, as well as so complicated applications can be created with such powerful programming language. Standard PCs and desktop Computers run with Microsoft Windows can run along with CX-Supervisor software. CX-Supervisor is intuitive and simple to use, it allows rapid configuration, testing and debugging of any project. Two separate executable Windows programs are constructing CX-Supervisor, CX-Supervisor Development environment and CX-Supervisor Runtime environment.

### 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

During the experiment, the components were tested individually to assure that the module can process several variables during the operation. The PLC switching control Program shown in Figure 7 was tested in the beginning to assure that the programming is working as expected in the operation with varying the switching time between the digital control pins of the PLC. The module proposed is cost effective compared to conventional external modules exist in the market where the total cost of the project is (456.40RM) around (100$). However, other modules in the market is being sold with price of (900$) such as Omron PLC module cs1w-pts56 sold by zwell and Omron CJ1WDA08V PLC module. Moreover, the enhanced module has smaller scale compared to the conventional modules exist in the market which make it flexible to use and easily fit in any electrical panels. Figure 6 shows the data memory of OMRON PLC. Voltage values coming into PLC are normally saved in some data memory locations. It can be clearly seen that the voltage values in data memory location (D100 up to D107) are varying which give the indication of the ability of multiplexer to acquire and process several industrial variable at a short time (10 ms).

![Figure 6. PLC Data Memory](image)

In addition, the graph shows that the hardware is able to expand the analogue input terminals of the PLC from only one built in analogue input to 8 analogue inputs by observing channel D100 in the data memory which indicates a change of the values according to the time change. As a result of this project, it can achieve the objective of this project.

![Figure 7. The PLC Switching Control Program](image)

Several experiments were done by varying the timers using the memory of the PLC starting experiments from 200ms until 10ms. Shown in figures below oscilloscope graphs of different industrial variables acquired by PLC. The graphs also show the signals acquired using the enhanced module before and after applying conditioning circuit in which it can enhance signal accuracy and eliminate signals noise.
Figure 8. Voltage Values Variation using Multiplexer at (1 second)

Figure 9. Voltage Values Variation using Multiplexer at (500 millisecond)

Figure 10. Voltage Values Variation using Multiplexer at (50 millisecond)

Figure 11. Voltage Values Variation using Multiplexer at (10 millisecond)

It shows that the PLC is able to process data and switch several industrial variables inputs acquired in a very good time (10ms) to be used to obtain and process the data from industrial variables in normal industrial applications where time of 100 millisecond is fast enough to process data acquired from machines in industries where it is sufficient for industrial process applications. This is a very good time to obtain and process the data from industrial variables.

However, the multiplexer circuit can switch and process variables faster than the PLC where it can switch within (0.35μs) where the speed of the PLC used in the experiment can’t realize it because the PLC used is (CP1H) relay type PLC but for faster performance a transistor type PLC can be used since it has faster switching and processing time. Figures below shows the voltages versus time which shows different values within different varied timers used in the experiments.

A relay type is a good choice when switching either ac or dc at a high voltage and current ranges but for faster performance especially for applications require high speed a transistor type PLC can be used since it has faster switching and processing time in picoseconds. Figures below shows the voltages versus time which shows different values within different varied timers used in the experiments.

Designing graphics, monitoring and controlling the state of application can be done by user through screen of the operator’s PC. Observation of the temperature, pressure, level and flow whether it is high or low through the operator’s PC screen. It provides the ability to open the valve, start plant pumps, and control the level, temperature and pressure level. Once the program is running the event/error log will be displayed on the screen. The system can be started using push buttons that are placed on each page and moving from page to another is possible using push buttons. Sliders used to control the level/amount of pressure, temperature and level of the tanks as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 below.
4. CONCLUSION

Through this newly designed, developed and fabrication of multiple analogue Input PLC module, it can increase the number of analogue inputs for small PLCs limited by its analogue input capacities where it increases the number of analogue inputs of (OMRON CP1H) PLC from 4 built in analogue input terminals to 32 analogue inputs through small scale analogue switching/multiplexing circuit used in this project which can function as switch for data acquired from several analogue industrial variables to be changed respectively as configured in the PLC programming within a short time that is compatible with PLC running cycle which enable the PLC to read and process the incoming signals within its running cycle time and to replace the conventional analogue I/O module exist in the market.

In this study, a sample application of SCADA system is applied consisting of a number of networked human machine interface (HMI) pages to be displayed in any control room in industries to monitor and control different variables obtained from several sensors used in this project. Although it is just a very simple example of SCADA interface system, it shows that a whole plant can be controlled and monitored from afar which can have the potential of affecting all areas of day to day operations of the machines running and the whole plants in general.
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